Run 2510
Prince of Wales Hotel Nundah
Hares: Vaso and Anchovy
We had a few weeks warning of the Farcup planned by Vaso. Even during the pub crawl to Beenleigh
he was going on about how over rated the runners were and that walkers deserved more attention…
blah blah.
I have noticed lately with mature males that with the diminishing of grey matter and brain space
being replaced with white matter (or stale air), there is a shift from a sympathetic outlook to and
inner self (selfish) review. Maybe these are the symptoms of the soul searching for the missing grey
matter!
Well Vaso’s attempt to rewrite the run setting rules ticked that box.
Now I know we live in a democracy and the majority rule for the benefit of the minority, but when
did Hash become a democracy? Just because the walkers outnumber the runners 3:1 does that
mean we throw out the rule book and ignore the runners?
Great care and attention was expressed by Vaso during the pre-amble that walkers should bring a
torch, mind the wet spots, don’t go on the run trail and the runners instruction was DILLIGAF.
Vaso unloaded the run responsibility onto co-hare Anchovy.
Now maybe Anchovy was echoing his masters voice, or was trying a new run setting plan but the A
to B to A (6km) or A to B to wherever (? km) choice was certainly different for BH3. It is a bit of
Skinnychino style where runners head off into the wild blue and only those with a GPS make it home
on time.
The two visitors from PNG hash must have wondered WTF?
Well the preservation of walkers plan worked because they arrived back at the pub without raising
sweat. Tightnut (with GPS), JC and Tinkerbell took the mystery trail (7+ km) and the confused
Scruffy, Peewee and XXXX took option A route which was almost devoid of checks but peppered
with pea-brained performance cyclists who ‘own the road’. Pushup claims he did this trail but has no
witnesses to support this.
Circle
Reminder to pay fees before the 2500 run party by Acting GM Royal Screw.
Snappy took over the proceedings from Monk Pushup to whinge about his missing run report being
a racist attack. He got the SOTW shirt for another week to contemplate a more politically correct
way to approach the pack.
OnOn
Pub food looked good and the waiter even supplied the Malaysian visitor with a bowl of chili sauce
for his fish and chips. ordered lambs fry and was last to be served.
Run 5/10
OnOn 5/10 beer was cold
Food 7/10
XXXX

